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In this paper we present ReactionBot, a system that attaches emoji based on users’ facial expressions to
text messages on Slack. Through a study of 16 dyads, we found that ReactionBot was able to help
communicate participants’ aﬀect, reducing the need for participants to self-react with emoji during
conversations. However, contrary to our hypothesis, ReactionBot reduced social presence (behavioral
interdependence) between dyads. Post study interviews suggest that the emotion feedback through
ReactionBot indeed provided valuable nonverbal cues: oﬀered more genuine feedback, and participants
were more aware of their own emotions. However, this can come at the cost of increasing anxiety from
concerns about negative emotion leakage. Further, the more active role of the system in facilitating the
conversation can also result in unwanted distractions and may have attributed to the reduced sense of
behavioral interdependence. We discuss implications for utilizing this type of cues in text-based
communication.
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1 INTRODUCTION
According to a 2013 survey by Swyft Media, 74% of people in the U.S. regularly use emoticons,
stickers or emoji in their online communication [37]. Instagram also found that 50% of all captions
and comments on Instagram have an emoji or two, with faces accounting for six of the top ten
emoji used [30]. Since the first documented use of emoticons in 1982 by Scott Fahlman [12], these
pictorial representations of facial expressions have become an integral part of everyday text-based
communications.
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Much prior research has explored the role of emoticon and emoji in communication. Research
in computer-mediated communication (CMC) has found that these graphical representations can
act as substitutes for the nonverbal cues that are present in face-to-face communication, but often
not present in the computer mediated contexts [46]. Their use can help communicate facial affect,
enable better understanding between communicators, facilitate relationship development, and
even influence recipient’s emotions through emotional contagion [7,26,48].
However, as explained through the Social Information Processing (SIP) Theory, while
communicators are able to use emojis (and other cues available through the CMC) to convey social
information, “the rate of exchange is slower online, not only because both instrumental and
relational information must be conveyed in a limited bandwidth, but because typing and reading
are slower than speaking, looking, and listening” [47]. And that “time becomes a critical predictive
variable” in the amount of social information conveyed through CMC. Through their experiments,
Walther and colleagues have shown that while those using text-based communication can arrive
at a fully developed impressions of their chat partners, those in FtF groups arrive at that point
sooner [42].
Thus, given the limitations associated with using emoji to communicate valuable social cues
during text-based communication, what if instead of relying on communicators themselves to
insert emoji into conversations, we use the communicators’ facial expressions to trigger the
emoji? For example, suppose you received a funny message. Instead of having to enter in a smiley
face to indicate your reaction to the message, the system monitors your facial expressions and
upon detecting that you are smiling, it automatically reacts to the message with a (:grinning:).
How might this type of expression-triggered emoji differ from the intentional emoji users would
currently express using current systems? Would this reduce the communicators’ need to use these
affect cues? In what ways can this improve or detract from communication?
To explore these issues, we designed and built ReactionBot. ReactionBot is implemented as a
chatbot in Slack, a team messaging app. ReactionBot uses the users’ computer webcam to monitor
users’ facial expressions and uses the emotion detected to insert emoji into the text-based
communication. To examine ReactionBot’s role and impact on communication, we conducted a
controlled experiment with 32 participants, where 14 participants (7 dyads) communicated using
Slack with ReactionBot enabled, while 18 others (9 dyads) communicated with ReactionBot
disabled (control). We found that while ReactionBot supplemented more accurate emotional
expressions in conversations that could facilitate user interaction and engagement, it also
increased anxiety and led to undesired distraction.
Results from this study offer both practical and theoretical contributions. We present the first
implementation and evaluation of an expression-triggered emoji system for text-based
communication – ReactionBot. Our study offers insights both on how to design similar systems to
support the communication of affect as well as contexts when they may be most helpful.
Concurrently, our work also improves our understanding of facial-expression communication
through computer-mediated communication. The study of ReactionBot allows us to examine the
role of intentionality in communicating nonverbal cues.
2 RELATED WORK
Nonverbal communication, such as body language, appearance, and voice, play an important role
in traditional Face-to-Face (FtF) communication. Among their many benefits, they support
interpretation, increase understanding, and help convey empathy (e.g., [9]). These cues can be
even more critical than language content for “emotive, relational, or attributional outcomes” [4].
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Facial expressions, specifically, can have stronger effects than vocal or spatial cues in FtF
communication (p. 142).
Researchers have extended this line of research on nonverbal cues in communication to
computer mediated communication (CMC). Initial research focused on the cue-filtered out
theories, such as media richness theory and social presence theory [47]. These theories argue that
the lack of nonverbal cues in many CMC channels such as chat and email is detrimental to
relationship development. The less rich media prevents valuable social cues and gestures from
being communicated, reducing the equivocality of a message, making them less efficient [6]. More
recent theories, such as the social information processing theory (SIP), argue that it is not that the
intimacy seen in face-to-face relationships cannot be established through CMC, is just that it takes
longer [44]. Communicators are motivated to develop interpersonal impressions, and they adapt
the media to communicate nonverbal cues to their communicating partners.
An example of such adaptive use is the use of emoticons or emoji in text-based communication
to communicate affect. Emoticons are pictorial icons, using punctuation marks, letters, and
numbers to display emotion or sentiment (e.g., :-)). Emoji, emoticons’ successor, are pictographs of
faces, objects, and symbols (e.g., ). Both emoticons and emoji enable users to convey a wide
range of facial expressions, such as joy, anger, sadness, fear, disgust, and surprise. The
introduction of emoji keyboard on iOS and Android platforms, along with the Unicode 6.0
encoding specification which included hundreds of emoji characters as part of the specification,
has led to the wide adoption of emoji.
Research studying the use emoticons and emoji have examined their uses and potential
benefits. Earlier studies of virtual-worlds (i.e., MUDs and MOOs) showed that its users are able to
use emoticons to overcome the lack of nonverbal cues [33,40]. People increase their usage of
emoticons overtime, and the emoticon usage predicted the development of online friendship [40].
While an earlier study of the effect of emoticons on message interpretation suggests emoticons’
contribution is outweighed by the message content [46], more recent studies suggest that
emoticons do influence online message interpretation [7,15,25]. Emoticons can help strengthen the
intensity of a message [7]. Studies of emoticon use in the Instant Messaging (IM) context showed
that emoticon use predicted enjoyment, which increases personal interaction, and then
information richness [19]. In his chapter on Computer-Mediated Communication, Whittaker also
note that communication media that afford the sharing of facial expressions can support attention,
understanding and agreement [48]. Researchers have also found through field experiments that
emoticon usage can influence receivers’ emotions through emotional contagion [26]. More recent
studies of emoji usage have also supported these prior findings, that people rely on these nontextual elements to convey nonverbal cues and helps them provide “emotion indicators” [24,50].
Despite their use to serve similar nonverbal communication functions, one important
difference between emoticons/emoji and facial expressions is intentionality. As noted by Walther
and D’Addario in their work on emoticons, while “one may unconsciously smile FtF, … it is hard
to imagine someone typing a :-) with less awareness than of the words he or she is selecting” [46].
In other words, instead of a more natural interaction where one’s facial expressions are being
shown directly and immediately to the conversation partner, communicators of CMC have to
deliberately insert in emoji in the conversations. This limits the efficiency of the channel in
communicating valuable social cues. Researchers have indeed found that “CMC operates at a rate
different from face-to-face communication in terms of users’ ability to achieve levels of impression
and relational definition equivalent to face-to-face interaction”[45]. And that more time is needed
for relationship development via CMC than FtF.
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Emotion
Anger

Emoji

Emoji Name
:angry:

Fear

:anguished:

Disgust

:confounded:

Happiness

:grinning:

Surprise

:open_mouth:

Sadness

:slightly_frowning_face:

Contempt

:unamused:

Table 1. Seven basic emotions detected using Microsoft’s Emotion API with their
corresponding emoji used by ReactionBot.

Another implication of this is the potential truthfulness of these nonverbal cues. As discussed
by Marvin [28], “a participant might frown at the keyboard and but [sic] strategically decide to
type a smile.” Adopting the concept of signal theory in this context [8], one could argue that while
emoticons or emoji can be conventional signals for people’s affect, they are self-descriptions that
can be easily faked. Whereas while facial expressions are one of the most controllable of
nonverbal cues [9], people are not always aware of their facial expressions and are often direct
and involuntary representations of internal states [23]. Therefore, facial expressions are more
truthful signals of people’s underlying affect.
Text-based communication has long been considered a less information rich media compared
to FtF, but advances in technology are now enabling us to augment leaner media with social cues.
Research has begun to explore this design space in CMC. BodyChat [41], examined the inclusion
of nonverbal cues from communicators’ body language when communicating via avatars.
AffectIM communicates affect through avatars though it uses natural language analyses to
determine affect [31]. More recent research has also explored the detection of facial expressions
through images and communicated the detected emotions in texts to communicators, e.g., “Jane
Smiles” [13]. In our work, we seek to explore how to design a system that uses facial-expression
triggered emoji in chat, and to study the potential benefits of this type of enriched text-based
communication channel. Would it reduce the need for communicators to provide social cues
signals themselves? How would people perceive and use these expression-triggered cues?
3 REACTIONBOT
Nonverbal communication, such as body language, appearance, and voice, play an important role
in traditional Face-to-Face (FtF) communication. Among their many benefits, they support
interpretation, increase understanding, and help convey empathy (e.g., [9]). These cues can be
even more critical than language content for “emotive, relational, or attributional outcomes” [4].
Facial expressions, specifically, can have stronger effects than vocal or spatial cues in FtF
communication (p. 142).
To explore the idea of expression-triggered emoji, we designed and built ReactionBot.
ReactionBot is a chatbot built on the Slack platform. It identifies facial expression via the user’s
webcam and automatically attaches emoji to user messages based on facial expressions. We chose
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Slack as the platform for the bot as it is one of the increasingly popular instant messaging systems,
with more than nine million weekly active users [35]. It also has a number of emoji features, such
as allowing users to react to messages via emoji.
There are two key components to ReactionBot. One is a piece of code that captures users’ facial
expressions and then assess users’ emotions. Our system runs on OSX; this code is implemented in
Swift. When an image is captured, it is then sent to Microsoft’s Emotion API, which assesses 7
basic emotions of the detected faces: anger, fear, disgust, happiness, surprise, sadness, and
contempt [11]. The call to Emotion API returns confidence scores for each of the emotions,
ranging from 0 to 1. We should also note that with our context of use, where the user is typing on
their laptops, the captured images are generally full-face views in front of the camera without any
occlusion.
The other piece of code is the Slack bot coded in Node.js, using Slack’s API. This bot monitors
users’ conversations in the pre-specified slack channels. When an appropriate event has been
triggered (i.e., a new message arrived or user start typing a new message), it calls the Swift code to
capture users’ images. When the confidence scores are returned from the Emotion API calls, the
slack bot then decides which emoji to attach, if any, to which messages. The corresponding emoji
to the seven basic emotions are presented in Table 1. The Node and Swift codes interact via a
websocket.
Below, we will describe the two scenarios (receiving and sending messages) for which we have
implemented ReactionBot and discuss some of our design rationale.
3.1 Scenarios of Use
3.1.1 Receiving Scenario. In the receiving scenario, the user has just received a message from
another user. ReactionBot uses the webcam to capture four images immediately after, at 0, 1, 2,
and 3 seconds. It then examines the returned confidence scores. We chose the threshold of
confidence to be 0.5 based on our testing of the Emotion API. In other words, any of the seven
basic emotions have a confidence of 0.5 or higher, the corresponding emoji will be attached to the
received message as “reactions.” This helps the receiver to communicate their emotional response.
If none of the emotions are detected, no emoji are attached.

Figure 1. ReactionBot’s receiving scenario. Here, green’s ReactionBot reacted on their behalf to the
received message “GPS for the moon!”

In the example depicted in Figure 1, after the “purple” user had sent a message, the “green” user
(in this case the recipient of the message) had smile. ReactionBot observed the smile, and thus
attached a “:grinning:” emoji to “purple’s” message.
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3.1.2 Sending Scenario. The second scenario is for outgoing messages. The idea here is to also
enable users to communicate their affect for outgoing messages. Whenever the user starts typing
in the Slack channel, ReactionBot will start capturing the users’ images. It will capture five user
images over five seconds, at 1 second intervals, starting when the typing event is triggered
through the Slack API. Then, when the user actually sends the message, ReactionBot will both
stop the call for webcam images if it was before the 5 seconds are up, and it will attach any
emotion detected during those 5 seconds to the outgoing message.
In the scenario depicted in Figure 2, after the “purple” user had smiled when they were
composing the message. The system then attached a “:grinning:” emoji to the message when it is
sent.

Figure 2. ReactionBot’s sending scenario: Here, purple’s ReactionBot reacted on their behalf to the sent
message “how’s living in Bellingham?”

4 HYPOTHESES
With the ReactionBot system, we pose two hypotheses about the use of expression-triggered
emoji during conversations. First, we hypothesize that ReactionBot offers a richer communication
channel than the existing chat systems. The use of facial-expression triggered emoji enables the
communication of social cues that are currently not directly visible in chat, and hence reduces the
need for users to explicitly communicate their affect. Instead of the users sending or reacting using
emoji themselves, the system would facilitate that. This would therefore lead to a decrease in
emoji usage by participants when communicating using ReactionBot.
H1. Participants using ReactionBot will use fewer emoji.
Another potential outcome from a medium that provides more social cues is that
communicating through it could result in more attention paid to the participants in the
communication [43]. This would affect the sense of social presence between the communicators,
where social presence is defined as “the degree to which a person is perceived as a ‘real person’ in
mediated communication.” [17] Social presence is important in supporting communication
effectiveness [21], facilitating task-performance and social relationships [51]. Prior work has
indeed found that richer communication channels facilitate a stronger social presence. Biocca et
al., for example, conducted a study showing that dyads who worked on a decision-making task, a
desert survival task, reported higher social presence when interacting FtF than when using a
teleconferencing system [2]. Yoo and Alavi have also found that triads who worked on a decisionProceedings of the ACM on Human-Computer Interaction, Vol. 2, No. CSCW, Article 110, Publication date: November 2018.
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making task reported higher social presence when interacting via video conferencing than audio
conferencing [49]. Thus, we also hypothesize that:
H2. Participants using ReactionBot will report higher social presence with their
partners.
5 EXPERIMENT
To explore the use of ReactionBot, we conducted a controlled lab study. During the between
subjects study, pairs of participants interacted over Slack, running on two Macbook Airs. Half of
the participants chatted on Slack with ReactionBot (ReactionBot), whereas the other half chatted
on Slack without the ReactionBot (control). In both conditions, participants were told that they
were to work on a decision-making task with a partner (task described below). They were given
no explicit instructions on how they should use Slack (and emoji). This means they were not
restricted to using the seven emoji offered through the ReactionBot system. Participants in both
conditions could type any emoji in-line as well as attach any (reaction) emoji to messages.
Participants in the ReactionBot condition were additionally told about the ReactionBot that will
monitor their facial expressions and attach reactions on their behalf. But they were given no
explicit instructions on how they should use the system.
During the study, participants were prompted to spend five minutes to chat and introduce
themselves. They were then given 25 minutes to complete a collaborative ranking task but
were allowed to finish before the given time limit if they completed it early. After the task,
participants completed a survey on their task experience, and were asked additional questions
from the facilitator regarding the emoji usage and their overall experiences. The entire study
lasted for an hour. Participants saw each other during the study introduction but did not see
each other again until the end of the study. Dyads both sat in the same room with their backs
to each other. Participants wore ear plugs with noise-cancelling headphones so they would
not hear each others’ reactions auditorily.
The collaborative task they worked on was the Moon Landing task [18], a version of the
decision-making tasks often used CMC studies (like the desert survival task) [2,5,36]. The basic
premise of the task was that they were asked to pretend to be space crew on the Moon, and due to
mechanical difficulties, need to survive and travel 200 miles to reach the rendezvous point. They
were able to salvage 15 items intact and undamaged from their crash landing, but can only take 5
out of the 15 items with them. They are asked to choose and rank the top 5 items from the 15 they
would take. Participants were given 5 minutes to work on the problem by themselves, then they
interacted through Slack to discuss their solutions. They then were asked to individually select
and rank the top 5 items again. While there is an established optimal decision to this task (ranking
given by NASA) so that we can assess task performance, the task is designed to be open-ended
and ambiguous. In other words, it is a type of task that can benefit from richer communication
media [6].
5.1 Participants
Participants were recruited through on campus flyers at a large U.S university on the West Coast,
as well as posts on the local Craigslist. Participants were compensated with a $15 gift card for an
hour of their time.
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In total, 32 individuals participated in our study (14 participants in the experimental condition,
and 18 in the control condition). 20 of the participants were female and 12 were male. Ages of
participants ranged from 18 years to 50 years, with a primary concentration of 18 to 30 year olds
due to the nature of our recruitment process at a university. Majority of the participants do not
use Slack regularly (17 participants). However, they are all frequent users of messaging/chat apps
(25 participants use these apps 20 times or more a week). The two conditions had equivalent
groups in terms of general demographics and in terms of their use of Slack and messaging/chat
apps.
5.2 Measures
A number of different measures were examined in our study. First, we collected and examined
conversational data. Specifically, we compared the amount of emoji usage between conditions. For
our analysis, we counted both the in-line emoji used as well as the reactions to the messages. We
also included the two instances of emoticon use that did not get displayed as emoji (O_O, and ¯\_(
ツ)_/¯). This count provided a measure for the total number of social cues expressed through
emoji.
To explore the effect of ReactionBot on social presence, we asked a number of post-study
questions using a scale developed by Biocca, Harm, and Burgoon [1]. Specifically, social presence
is broken down into numerous sub constructs: co-presence (isolation/inclusion: 2 items; mutual
awareness: 6 items), psychological involvement (mutual attention: 8 items; empathy: 6 items;
mutual understanding: 6 items), and behavioral engagement (behavioral interdependence: 6 items;
mutual assistance: 4 items; dependent action: 2 items).
We also explore decision-making task efficiency and performance between conditions. For
efficiency, we recorded the amount of time the dyads used to arrive at a decision. For
performance, Moon landing task performance was analyzed for each individual’s original
response, as well as the pairs’ response after discussing. For each response, the score was
calculated by taking each of the top six rankings from the participant(s), finding the positive
difference between it and the ranking given by NASA for that item, and calculating the sum of the
differences.
Finally, each pair of participants was interviewed together after completing the moon-landing
task. The interview was recorded and included questions about the system, closeness with partner,
and perception of program. For analyses, three of the authors first worked together to identify
thematic codes. They then individually coded the transcripts. Finally, they convened again to
discuss the insights gained.
5.3 Results
The average amount of time participants used in the decision-making task was 15 minutes and
8 seconds (minimum around 7 minutes and maximum just slightly over 25 minutes). Those using
ReactionBot spent less time to reach a decision (M=799s, SD=313s) than those in the control
(M=994s, SD=372s); however, the difference was not statistically significant (t(14)=-1.11, p=0.30).
In terms of task performance, there was a statistical difference in pre-discussion decision scores
between the control and ReactionBot conditions, where participants in the Control condition
made better decisions as individuals before the discussion (Mcontrol = 14.9, MReactionBot = 20.4,
F(1,14)=5.75, p=0.03). Recall that higher score means worse performance (a larger deviation from
the expert ratings). To control for this baseline difference, we conducted a regression analyses
using the difference between the average pre- and post-discussion scores as the dependent
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variable, controlling for the pre-scores. The difference was not statistically significant between the
two conditions (LSMcontrol = 8.59, LSMReactionBot = 7.38, p=0.72).
To test our first hypothesis about emoji use, we used Poisson regressions due to the emoji
usage being a non-normal count data. We found that participants used fewer emoji during the
Moon Landing Task in the ReactionBot condition compared to the Control condition (Mcontrol =
5.44, MReactionBot = 1.43), while there is no significant difference between conditions for the total
number of emoji used (combining both system-triggered and self-triggered; Mcontrol = 5.44,
MReactionBot = 5.86). This suggest that while the overall emotion being communicated during the
task is the same in both conditions, the ReactionBot has replaced some of the affect sharing that
the participants previously had to do by themselves (H1 supported, Figure 3). We should also note
that there was no significant difference in emoticon use between conditions during the
conversational part of the study (prior to the Moon Landing Task; Mcontrol = 1.56, MReactionBot
= 1.29). This suggests that (1) participants may not have felt inhibited to send emoji by themselves
initially, and (2) participants may need a little bit of time (5 minutes in our study) to adapt their
emoji use to the system.
To test our second hypothesis, we compared the averaged social presence score between
conditions. We used a mixed-effects regression with the 8 sub-constructs of social presence score
as the DVs, the condition as the IV, and session id modeled as a random effect. We found that
while all but one of the sub-constructs were rated higher by participants in the Control condition,
only one of them was statistically significant – behavioral interdependence (LSMcontrol = 5.51,
LSMReactionBot = 4.63, p=0.02). As we will explain later, and supported by our interview findings,
the lowered sense of behavioral interdependence may be attributed to the salience of the system in
mediating the communication.
5.4 Interview Findings
Through post-study interviews, we sought to explore the potential benefits and drawbacks of
using ReactionBot in text-based communication. We group our findings into these two categories.

Emoji Usage
10
8
6
4
2
0

Total Emoji
Control

Self-Triggered Emoji
ReactionBot

Figure 3. Emoticon usage during the experiment. Where total emoticons use includes both the
self-triggered emoticons and the system-triggered emoticons.
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Figure 4. Ratings for the sub-constructs of social Presence between conditions.

ReactionBot Benefits: Facilitated Valuable Affective Feedback and Increased Awareness of Own
Emotions
Post-study interviews suggested that the emotion feedback through ReactionBot provided
valuable nonverbal cues, as the “immediate response” allowed participants to “know how your
chat partner is feeling at that moment and how they are responding to your…conversation or your
statements” (P32). When asked about the system-triggered emoji, one participant mentioned how
it was “exciting” to see the emotional feedback because he knew that he and his partner “were on
the same ground” (P5). Another said that, “because it kept on sending the happy [emoji], it just felt
more comfortable” and that this was “validating” (P6). He noted that, by feeling more comfortable,
“that probably helped with the part where we were actually discussing about the moon” (P6).
Further, many participants suggested that the use of ReactionBot provided a more accurate
reading of their partner’s emotions in comparison to manually typing an emoji. As stated by the
participant, “I usually use emoji or type ‘hahaha’ but I’m not actually like laughing, but I find it
funny I guess. But this is more accurate” (P4). Another stated that the ReactionBot was useful
because “you can see how truly they think” but “if they send the emoji, does it actually mean they
think that way?” (P3) This could be useful for detecting sarcasm, as “you can see the tone they are
using” (P29) with the ReactionBot and be able to tell if the sender’s emotion was not aligning with
the emotion th ey were expressing through their text. One participant suggested that an
application for ReactionBot could even be for doctors or therapists, in the event that one could not
meet in person, because the emoji sent by the patient could provide valuable information for the
doctor or therapist (P5).
Interesting, we also found that using the system increased participants’ awareness of their own
emotions. In one example, the system observed a surprised expression and reacted with the
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corresponding emoji “ ” to the message. Participant then realized they had that expression: “yeah
and I was like woah. I didn’t know how I did that either” (P30). The system was able to detect and
send the surprise emoji without the participant being aware that they were expressing that
emotion. Another participant mentioned how the system “made [her] more aware when [she] was
smiling at a conversation” (P30). Thus, the system not only increased participant’s awareness of
their partner’s emotions, but also of their own emotions.
ReactionBot Drawbacks: Increased Anxiety from Potential (Negative) Emotional Leakage, and
Distractions
The inclusion of this facial expressions requires more self-presentation management. This is
especially important for negative emotions than positive emotions. Multiple participants
mentioned how they tried to convey more positive emotions or smile more, and that potential
users could try to hide negative emotions and instead show an emotion that they do not actually
feel: “If they’re not happy, they might like try and smile more, bigger emotions, so that they’re
positive, because usually people are more attracted towards happy people. Or you could
manipulate the conversation by acting like you’re sad but you’re not actually sad, so like people
pity you” (P3). One participant said that this made it “a bit worrisome that now I need to worry
about my facial expressions along with what I’m saying because before when you’re talking
online you don’t really care what face you make” (P11). Another says: “"I feel like there is a certain
amount of advantage you can get from not displaying your emotions in chat vs the ReactionBot it
sounds like you wouldn’t be able to hide how you actually felt" (P13).
Participants also expressed that the system created distraction from the task. There are multiple
aspects to this point. The system-triggered emoji themselves can be distracting, especially in a
more task-based context. One said that in a “business” context, “the emoticons were...irrelevant”
(P12). Another thought the system was “fun” and wanted to get an emotion out of their partner: “it
wasn’t helping me get my work done quicker” (P29). Finally, the emoji can also be distracting
when the system is wrong.“Sometimes I get distracted by the little emoji, because I didn’t think
at that moment I was smiling but it was showing it as smiling” (P6).
6 DISCUSSION
In this work, we designed and studied ReactionBot, a system to help convey facial-expressions
through emoji in text-based communication. Based on computer-mediated communication (CMC)
research and theories, we hypothesized that enabling this type of non-verbal cues would enrich
the communication channel and enhance social presence. This is because the system-mediation
would reduce the need for users to communicate this type of social cues themselves. Further,
because using facial-expressions as the basis for the emoji is more intentional and more natural
compared to the self-reacted emoji, these cues could be a more accurate communication of affect
and be perceived as such.
Through our study, we found that while the overall number of emoji used during the task was
the same with or without the ReactionBot system, when ReactionBot is in place, participants used
fewer emoji themselves. This suggests that the system is performing some of the nonverbal cues
sharing work that communicators had to do themselves. An interesting future research question is
whether this type of expression-triggered cues can accelerate the formation of relationship. Facial
expression is but one type of nonverbal cues; this follow-up study may help us better tease out the
specific role of sharing facial-expression in facilitating relationship formation.
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Through our interviews, we also found that this emotional feedback, though not perfectly
accurate, is generally perceived as more genuine than self-triggered emoji. The facial-expressions
triggered reactions help “validate” conversations and facilitate the interpretation of the messages
as one can more easily understand the “tone” of communication. These important cues may help
minimize miscommunication between partners, so that chat partners can gain a more accurate
sense of how their messages are affecting their partners. Relatedly, recent research has highlighted
the problem of emoji misinterpretation, where it is shown that people can and do interpret both
sentiment and semantic meaning of emoji differently [29]. The use of expression-triggered emoji
can offer an unequivocal mapping of emoji and underlying facial-expressions, which can help
minimize the discrepancies in interpretation between senders and receivers.
A third type of benefit that we did not hypothesize, but also came up in the interviews, is that
the ReactionBot enabled people to become more aware of their own facial expressions and affect.
As we have found, and supported in prior work, people are not always aware of their emotions
and moods [39]. The expression-triggered emoji can then provide feedback to users and enhance
their own emotional awareness. This type of awareness is a critical part of emotional intelligence
[34], which can have important applications in contexts such as mental health [27] and job
performance [32].
Contrary to our hypothesis, the system did not lead to an increase in social presence between
the communicating partners. In fact, the behavioral interdependence measure was found to be
higher in the control condition, specifically in the sub-construct on behavioral interdependence
[2]. Behavioral interdependence measures the strengthen of mutual impact “e.g., my behavior was
in direct response to the other’s behavior.” One interpretation of our result is that including facial
expression information in text communication undermined social presence. However, this would
seem at odds with much prior work showing that richer channels result in higher social presence
[2,49]. Instead, using interview findings, we believe our finding is likely due to the increased
salience of the technology in mediating the communication. With the system handling the
communication of emotion, it might seem like the communicators are no longer reacting to
another directly. This feeling may be further exacerbated by the design decision to use a chat bot
to react on behalf of the users. Having this intermediary in between communicators results in
participants feeling “disrupted” whenever the emoji are triggered by the bot and reduce the sense
of interdependence between the communication partners. As we will discuss in the next section
on design implications, there may be ways to improve our designs to make the facial expression
signals seem more direct.
Another drawback we noted was the increase in anxiety about emotional leakage when facialexpressions are communicated. This tradeoff relates to research findings in media spaces about the
tension between awareness and privacy [3]. But it perhaps more even more closely relates to
discussions about truthful signals and self-presentation in CMC [10]. Emoji based on facial
expressions is the reliable, assessment signals, whereas the self-triggered emoji represent the
unreliable conventional signals. Most current CMC interaction enable impression management
through the conventional signals of self-descriptions. Recent studies have also shown that aside
from communicating emotions, people are also using emoji for relationship management [22,38].
The use of facial-expression backed signals, while offers more reliable information, reduces
people’s ability manage their self-presentation. What is important to note from our findings, is
that participants were specifically concerned about negative emotional leakage rather than
positive emotional leakage. This suggests that in our study, potential costs associated with positive
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expression based signals are more truthful, very few signals are impossible to fake. Future work
need to explore how people adopt this type of signals in longitudinal use.
6.1 Practical Implications
From a technology design perspective, ReactionBot represents a new type of communication
channel that is being enabled by advances in emotion recognition. It is situated in between video
chat and text chat. It preserves the text-based affordances (e.g., near-synchronous) while enabling
the communication of facial expressions. At the same time, the use of emoji instead of
transmitting actual images/videos to communicating patterns limit the type of privacy concerns
that exists in video [20].
While we found that this type of a system has the potential to enhance communication of
emotions to facilitate a more engaged interaction between communication partners, there are also
some limitations with the current design that can be improved. One of which is that the current
design seems to weaken the sense of interdependence between communicators. Our interview
findings suggest that one way to address this problem may be to better integrate the facialexpression signals into the communication channels, instead of relying a separate chatbot. If the
reactions are shown to be from the users themselves, instead of a ReactionBot, the user may feel
that the reactions are from them (and their partner perceive the reactions to be from them). But at
the same time, what is also needed is a better feedback-loop to highlight the fact that the reactions
are ultimately triggered by users themselves. This may be achieved with more frequent sampling
and analyses of the facial expressions. As soon as a facial expression is shown, it is reacted in the
chat window. Users can then make the mental connection between their expressions and what is
being shown.
Another question inherent to this work is under what contexts would this system be useful. In
general, our participants thought that this type of system might be more appropriate for social
uses than task-oriented uses. This corroborates with recent findings emoticons and emoji can
adversely affect perceptions of competence when used in work emails [16]. However, we do
believe that there may be task-oriented scenarios where this system can be useful. For example, in
text-based remote help tasks, facial expressions may not only improve workers’ understanding of
helpers’ instructions, but also help helpers ascertain whether workers understand the instructions.
A similar scenario as suggested by our participants, is for interactions with doctors’ or physicians.
In these scenarios, one may be willing to share the facial expression information in exchange for
potentially a higher quality service.
7 LIMITATIONS
We used a controlled experiment to test the ReactionBot system and to explore how said
system affect communication between dyads. While this study uses a stylized task, it is one that
has been commonly used in research in CMC, specifically those that have studied how CMC affect
communication behaviors and social presences. Another potential limitation is the sample size.
But small sample size is often associated with power (type 2 rather than type 1 error), so that
should not undermine the internal validity of our results. Nonetheless, a longitudinal study with
more diverse participants is needed to test the external validity of the findings as well as explore
norms that develop when the expression-triggered emoji are used in situ, and in contexts with
multiple chat partners.
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8 CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we present ReactionBot, a system that uses users’ facial expressions to attach
emoji to text messages. Our experimental study demonstrates that such a system could support
the communication of facial expressions, an important type of nonverbal cues, in text-based
communication. However, this can come at the cost of increasing anxiety due to concerns about
emotion leakage and can create undesired distraction, especially in a task-based context.
Additional research is needed to both improve on the design of ReactionBot as well as further
study its longitudinal use and adoption across different contexts.
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